South Yorkshire Head, 9 February 2019
Notes for Entry Secretaries

Events have been listed as allowed by BROE2, keeping to the minimum number of possible
combinations. This means that you will have to enter crews in an event which the organisers will
then “Band” to suit requirements. Please use the “Notes” section on the on line entry system to
make it clear exactly which event your crew wants to enter if you feel there is any uncertainty.
Open and Women’s events. If we get sufficient entries in Open or Women’s events we will consider
banding the event according to crew ranking.
Beginner events. These are intended for crews who have little or no racing experience and are likely
to be those who have taken up the sport mainly for recreation over the last couple of years, Please
enter these crews in the Open or Women’s event and add comment in the Notes section that this is
a “Beginner” crew. Note that the division for beginner crews is not those listed for the Open /
Women. Beginner doubles will row in Division 2 and beginner coxed quads in Division 3.
Masters. All Masters crews should be entered into the “Mas A” event. The organisers will band
crews according to age category as required and will contact all clubs affected during the draw.
Please add a contact number for the crew in the Notes section of the on line entry,
Juniors. Events are listed in J16 and J18, Open and Women. If there is sufficient demand it is possible
that we could accommodate J17 entries. Please email or call if you have any queries.
We have also put in J14 and J15 coxed quads, and J15 double sculls. Any entries made in these
events will be checked with entering clubs to gain assurance that the competitors are competent
and understand the likely weather conditions and will be instructed on how to deal with these.
Divisions will be run close to the times advertised, but please note that the actual start times may
change on the day and every effort will be made to make it easier for all competitors to minimise
time spent on the water. If you are aware of any competitors who may have difficulty in making the
time for the event please contact us to discuss how we can accommodate this. Similarly if you have
issues with boats or equipment which means that you will have difficulty in competing tin the
division allocated to the event please discuss with us to see whether we can help in any way.
We want our event to be enjoyable and we will try to help anyone to get the best racing experience
the could have. Please feel free to contact the Event or Entry Secretary for any query or situation
where you think you might need some clarification.
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